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Subchapter M: Historic disaster paves way to new safety standards

I

t was truly a nightmare. They were driving home from work,
social events, and a football game when they lost their lives, plunging some 80 feet from a bridge into the dark, rough waters of a
Texas waterway known as the Laguna Madre.
The eight unsuspecting victims were driving across what is
now the Queen Isabella Memorial Causeway, which connects South
Padre Island to the Texas mainland. Three midsections of the bridge
collapsed into the bay after a barge carrying a full load of steel struck
a bridge column, according to the Houston Chronicle. The towboat
guiding the barge lost control of the vessel, resulting in it colliding

with a bridge support pillar.
The tragic accident led to years of back and forth over new safety
recommendations for workboats. Finally, this past June, the U.S.
Coast Guard issued a new regulation known as Subchapter M, which
creates a comprehensive safety guide and sets compliance rules, standards, and oversight for towing vessels.
With these news rules in effect, safety and preparation have been
paramount this year for the owners and operators of brownwater vessels, particularly tug boats and towboats. In this article, we
examine the history behind these new safety standards, what the
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regulations mean for workboats, and the ultimate benefits to vessel
owners and operators, their employees, and the industry as a whole.

Stopping History from Repeating Itself
Accidents like the one described above played a major role in the
rulemaking. In 2004, the U.S. Congress kicked off the initiative with
a safety directive to the Secretary of Homeland Security concerning
accident rates among these vessels. During the 11-year period leading up to 2013, accidents involving towboats led to 18 deaths and 37
injuries on average, annually. The cost of those fatalities was a whopping $165 million to the marine industry, according to the Federal
Register notice containing the final rule. Property damage associated
with those accidents cost the industry another $50 million, while
related injuries totaled $25 million in expenses.
In issuing Subchapter M, the U.S. Coast Guard referenced the
bridge accident near South Padre Island, as well as a separate incident in Weber, OK, as devastating. During the morning rush hour on
May 26, 2002, a 485-foot barge collided with the piling of a highway
bridge over the Arkansas River, killing 14 people. The accident sent
nine cars and trucks, including semis, tumbling 60 feet into the river,
according to the New York Times. Witnesses attributed the accident
to an incapacitated pilot of the towboat that was pushing the barge,
who they said fell and blacked out just before the crash. The impact
of the collision caused a 600-foot-long section of the four-lane highway to come crashing down into the river below.
In both the South Padre Island and Arkansas River instances,
crew on the vessels involved likely did not realize the severity of the
collisions until it was too late. In both instances, cars and trucks continued to drive over the bridges, not realizing that sections of the
bridge were no longer there to carry them safely across the waterways.
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Fortunately, in our society, we look to history to learn from our
mistakes. The Coast Guard’s Subchapter M regulations may have
been born out of tragedy, but these new safety standards will protect
the lives of vessel owners, operators and innocent bystanders moving forward.

Subchapter M – The Ins and Outs
Published June 20, 2016 by the U.S. Coast Guard, the Subchapter M
regulation applies to all towing vessels operating in the U.S. that are
greater than 26 feet in length, including those carrying oil or other
hazardous materials. While the regulations are immediately effective,
many parts are deferred for two years or after the vessel is issued a
Certificate of Inspection from the Coast Guard. Any new vessel built
after July 20, 2017 must receive a Certificate of Inspection before
operating. A grandfather provision relieves some older vessels from
meeting these requirements.
The regulation lays out rules for inspection, as well as new guidelines for design, construction, equipment, and operations. For
example, the Coast Guard will require new vessels to ensure they have
upgraded propulsion systems, as well as revamped electrical, steering, and navigation systems.
Basically, the rule requires towing vessel operators to undergo
annual Coast Guard inspections or implement a Coast Guardapproved Towing Safety Management System (TSMS). The TSMS,
when implemented properly, is intended to reduce accidents and
equipment breakdowns. In fact, the Coast Guard encourages vessel operators to choose the TSMS option as they say it will improve
safety and reduce costs. Further, the Coast Guard explained in documentation related to the rulemaking that those who choose the
TSMS option will enjoy more flexibility in completing surveys and
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audits, and shorter Coast Guard visits and exams. On the flip side,
vessel owners and operators, who choose not to implement a TSMS
will be subject to a more comprehensive Coast Guard inspection and
follow up visits. The annual inspection fee is $1,030 per vessel.
The American Waterway Operators call Subchapter M “the most
important rulemaking ever to affect the tugboat and towboat industry.” The association encourages its members to implement the TSMS
form of compliance because it will “promote continuous regulatory
compliance and prevent accidents, but also provide vessel operators
with maximum operational flexibility under the new requirements.”
It’s up to the vessel owners and operators to choose which method
of compliance works best for them. The TSMS certification could
mean heavy work up front, but smooth sailing in terms of meeting
compliance standards.

Benefits of Compliance
Though the initial costs associated with this regulation and new burden on vessel owners and operators to get up to speed may seem
onerous at first, there’s no doubt it will lead to many benefits for the

industry. Vessel operators, their employees, civilians, as well as the
environment will experience reduced risk exposure to accidents, less
congested waterways, fewer delays, fewer reports of business interruption, and fewer incidents of lost productivity.
From an insurance perspective, the new rule brings benefits as
well. As tugs and tow boats meet the new safety standards set by Subchapter M, their risk exposure will naturally decrease. This improved
transparency into the condition and history of tugs and towboats
on the waterways will help insurers in underwriting vessels by providing a more accurate assessment of their risk exposures. Further,
vessel owners and operators can reduce their risk exposures even
more meaningfully by tapping into the expertise of their insurer’s
risk management units. Marine risk engineers are specially trained in
safety and can offer suggestions to reduce any onboard risks to crew
or the vessel.
New regulations might mean increased work load and expense
at the outset, but with Subchapter M, vessel owners and operators
should focus on the benefits. This rulemaking came from tragedy
and is ultimately designed to save lives. Compliance will improve
safety for crew members and bystanders, and keep these vessels operating safely for many years to come.
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Under Subchapter M,
any towboat built after
July 20, 2017 must
have a COI to operate

